
What, in that legacy, can we draw upon for the future? 

Kenneth W, Thompson 

History tends to deal harshly with those who 
judge men and events before the full weight of 
evidence is in. The scales are tipped in ways that 
students of current history cannot always anticipate. 
Conscious of this, many of our most distinguished 
]Vestem historians hesitate to write about hventieth- 
century history, let alone contemporary events. Great 
American statesmen share this sense of awe and 
uncertainty about measuring the fragments of his- 
tory which they may have had a part in shaping. 
It was Lincoln who observed that his only choice 
was to do the best he could and pray that in the 
end history would judge him liindly. No one can 
be sure that noble intentions will lead to desirable 
ends, for the scroll of history unfolds according to 
its own mysterious inner logic. 

Any effort, therefore, to appraise the t h e e  turbu- 
lent and challenging years that lie behind us or 
to pierce the veil of the future is fraught with pit- 
falls. IVho can with confidence assert at this mo- 
ment in history that the second confrontation in 
Cuba or the nuclear test ban or the Kennedy policy 
at the Berlin Wall opened the way to a new and 
brighter day? Who can know that someday men 
will say that the beginnings of a d6tente with the 
Soviet Union go back to the patient probings and 
testings of Soviet intentions in which the President 
and Secretary of State Dean Rusk engaged? M'ho 
can assert with any finality or certainty that a policy 
of unequivocal support of national self-determina- 
tion everywhere in the world will, in the long view 
of history, prove more successful than, say, Wilsonian 
self-determination which led to the Balkanization 
of earlier and more ancient empires? Or who can 
say that the greater pragmatism of the Kennedy 
administration saved it from the failures of other 
regimes equally devoted to great ideals? Who can 
trace those strains of policy that lead to a better 
world or those, however noble their purpose, that 
without intending it have made life on this planet 
more precarious? 
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Observers of the contemporary scene are trapped 
by the endless compulsions and drives that make 
pundits of us all. Loyalties and commitments to a 
political party color assessments of what is good 
or bad, right or wrong. Devotion to a leader or a 
cause divides the universe into friends and foes. 
This may be providential for it frees men, otherwise 
troubled by the endless flow of complexities, from 
lives of desperate uncertainty and confusion. Yet 
the need for choosing sides and lining up for or 
against policies and leaders drives us to premature 
judgments. It is pressures such as these that propel 
us to find answers on the basis of evidence or con- 
viction that would scarcely prompt answers of such 
finality in the lives of our families, our church, 
our business or professions or community groups. 

In the workaday world men on the job learn to 
live with unfinished business and to accept success 
and failure as all in the day's work. Newspapers 
and journalists who, according to Enlightenment 
thought, were to emancipate all peoples from ig- 
norance have in practice fed and reinforcer' this 
trend. Day in and day out, wiith but a few excep- 
tions, they aggravate and perpetuate the football 
stadium psychology that dominates public life. They 
help citizens to cast their public philosophy in the 
frame of a score sheet of victories and defeats. Every 
problem presumes a solution; for every unsolved 
issue there is the proper policy. We call upon lend- 
ers to give us the answers and these in tum become 
hardened into simple doctrines that liberate from 
the painful and imtating business of hard thought. 
Doctrines and plans persist long after they have 
outlived their usefulness. Thus simple isolationism 
and internationalism tended to be universalized by 
the faithful. And in the kind of world in which we 
live, this approach seems inevitable; it is not the 
accident of a particular administration or personality. 
We are all of us captives of a culture that alternately 
assigns heroic and villainous proportions to its pub- 
lic esecutives and their policies. 

In this contest, each observer who writes about 
an episode in our political history must be on p a r d .  
This is particularly h e  as we survey an administra- 
tion cut off in full flower. Not since Lincoln have 
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tlic \rholc of the American people experienced the 
ful l  depths of national tragedy and disaster so 
profoiindl\* and so pcrsonall!~. And all Americans 
a rc  11;iun~cd by a naggiiig concern that the social 
and politicill atmosphere from which tlie accused 
ass.issin took nourishment may somehow be the out- 
powtll ,  if in ewggcrnted form, of our political CUI- 
t i i rc. hlust  wc not confess tlint very possibly the 
liate and estremism that periodically erupt across 
tlie land are fed by the claims and counter-claims, 
clinrgcs and counter-charges that in tlie words of 
political lcnders and their self-appointed interpreters 
fi l l  the  air? Are Lve all at fault to the estent we 
prticipnte i n  political discourse that resounds with 
promises t l int  c,m never be fulfilled, accusations 
that no man can fully answer, and the discrediting 
of politics among young and old? LI’hcn \ve  fail to 
sprnk out against estremists of the right or left, 
fire we not guilty of acceding, to forces that can 
destroy a n y  healthy society? 

That the President should die at the hands of a 
force lie was striving to control and manage is the 
bitterest of irony. Both on the domestic and inter- 
national front, John F. Kennedy from the beginning 
labored to dignify the pursuit of manageable tasks. 
hfoqt of the business of government calls for patience 
and persistence. \Voodrow If’ilson has \mitten that 
“politics is the slow boring of hard boards.” In these 
terms, politics is less rhetoric than hard work. The 
image s o u ~ l ~ t  is that of a mind at work. The Presi- 
dent’s top-let~el Cabinet appoinhnents reflect his de- 
sign. Indced that remarkable group around him 
whom pundits early dismissed as mere technicians 
have prosen themselves the equal of the ablest Cab- 
inets in American history. It is a tribute to Presi- 
dent Kcnnedy’s objective approach to the tasks of 
gotmnment that he sought tlie best men for the 
Iiigl~cst appointive offices. He did so in the face of 
political and national pressures no less pervasive than 
those whicli have colored the judgment of so many 
of his predecessors. 
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By tliese appointments and by his vigorous con- 
duct of the office, President Kennedy intended to 
emp1i:isize the demands and the opportunities of 
public life. Public senrice ciln test tlie mettle of the 
niost talented citizens. No one can dispute the fact 
t1i:it young men increasingly clianneled their aims 
and energies toward careers in the senice of their 
couiitry as tliev lind not done since the early days 
of tlic Ne\v De>]. The Peace Corps is one espression 
of this trend, bu t  so is the quest for office of men 
like John Glenn and coach “Bud” \t’ilLinson of 

Oklahoma. If an administration talks only of cleans- 
ing the stables of the ill-equipped and the disloyal, 
it can hardly espect to rally the same talent as one 
Lvhich speaks of the great tasks that fie ahead. It 
is part of the Kennedy legacy that government serv- 
ice was endowed with greater dignity and respect- 
ability. 
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On the uvorld scene, the stress liketvise fell on the 
demands and the complexity of foreign policy and 
the fact that the conduct of foreign rehtions, like 
a \Yoman’s work, is never done. Indeed Kennedy’s 
approach was a fusion of hvo apparently incom- 
patible strains. On one side, he dealt with the goals 
and objectises of policy in simple and unambiguous 
terms. The accent was on the essentials of valid 
American policy in a world of change. He said less 
than Lincoln, for example, might have said about 
competing aims which statesmen must keep in bal- 
ance. But on the other hand, President Kennedy 
felt free to discuss and sometimes to analyze the 
complexities of making foreign policy in free soci- 
eties. He ranged across the spectrum of government 
in helping busy citizens and friends abroad to grasp 
the points of responsibility in a democratic order. 
Where in the machinery is a policy at any moment 
of time? Who must be consulted? IVho has 
a right to be heard? What are the constitutional 
requirements and the political imperatives? These 
and other central issues were faced and not skirted, 
and in several of his finest hours, the President con- 
ducted what was in effect a rigorous national sem- 
inar for ordinary men and women who might be 
reaching out for greater enlightenment and under- 
standing. 

But more important still, President Kennedy 
helped significantly to change the temper of the na- 
tion’s approach and reshape espectations toward the 
immediate s o h  tion of outstanding problems. He 
must have been tempted as others had been before 
him to claim more than the circumstances allowed. 
Total victory captures followers more readily than 
a policy that speaks of moving one step at a time. 
Particularly in an era of cold war, the popular 
statesman scores points not by analyzing but by 
announcements that they no longer exist. No one 
is reassured by talk of a stalemate., As others have 
pointed out, it is part of the phenomenon of con- 
temporary nationalism that the unfulfiIIed aspira- 
tions of men, whatever their station in life, are 
projected \icariously upon the national goLvernment. 
It is exTected to achieve on the international stage 
those things that have escaped men in their per- 



sonal lives. They realize in national grandeur what 
they have failed to achieve in personal greatness. 

hiore than any other President in modem times, 
John F. Kennedy taught the importance of restraint 
in foreign policy., ii'hether the issue was Cuba or 
the armaments problem or Charles de  Gaulle, the 
objective response was seemingly calculated on what 
Catholic thinkers have called the principle of pro- 
portionality. The response must be proportionate 
to the provocation or the threat. During the course 
of the past three years, the citizenry heiird less 
about principles or final ans\vers or simple solutions 
and more of measured discriminations and harsh 
choices and responsibilities for a generation or more. 
Sometimes the underlying principle \viis clearly de- 
fined, as in addresses at American University and 
the University of \Vashington. But frequently the 
deed was more eloquent than the word. The lesson 
was embedded in n course of conduct that slo\r.ly 
and imperceptibly seemed to have become a part 
of our contemporary approach to foreign problems. 
Having had so brief a histov, the President's lesson 
of restraint will endure only if others give it es- 
pression. 

The President's attitude or state of mind in for- 
eign policy brought to bear most strikingly on the 
normalization of Soviet-American relations. He and 
his colleagues were prompt to identify forces of 
change within and surrounding life in the Soviet 
Union. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles had 
earlier talked of the prospects that  a new generation 
of post-revolutionary leaders would chart a course 
more devoted to peaceful change and to internal 
economic and social development. President Dnight 
D. Eisenhower had taken jnitiatives in reopening 
the channels of communica tion with Soviet leaders. 
The task of President Kennedy was to continue, of- 
ten in the face of genuine provocation, a process that 
odiers had begun but to intensify the effort, refine 
and iniprove it and, above all, to persist. 

The late Secretary General of the United Nations, 
Dag Hammarskjold, repeatedly asked for new dip- 
lomatic techniques and inno\-ations in the search 
for political settlement. The cause of peace is not 
served by a too passionate commitment to but one 
method of negotiation. The United Nations is an 
appropriate forum for international discussions and 
a framework within which quiet negotiations can 
go on. NATO and other regional organizations are 
meeting places for serious consultations among those 
mhose \*ita1 interests are geograpliicnlly circum- 
scribed. .Yet the price of po\ver in national and in- 

ternational life is responsibility. The great powers 
must be willing to csplore each others' interest and 
intent. If they hesitate to confront one another at 
some le\fel of discourse, their lesser allies may press 
them to meet. It \vi11 not do for a grcnt state to opt 
for one or tlie otiier ;L\.enucs of discussion; all 
routes to pcace must be kept open. The diplomat 
has more than one keybonrd on which to play. He 
can neither be esclusi\*ely for 11. N. diplomacy nor 
for bilateral parlays nor regionill confcrences. He 
must usc thcni 1111. 

The Kenned~r administration, partly because of 
tlie consummate skill and jridqnient of the partics 
most initncdintcly ini*olved, rallied a score of tech- 
niqucs in pursuing tho relasation of tensions. Pres- 
idcntinl envoFs, special missions, high-level talks 
and multilateral diplomi1cv-all thesc and more were 
tried and tested. Lines of authori9 are of course 
difficult to maintain across so broad iI spectrum, yet 
the ultimate responsibility came to a focus on the 
President. It may be t h t  the most lasting effect was 
the authentic and valid qualit). given to a way of 
Liewing international relationships. Americans were 
told their government would never fear to negotiate 
nor would it  negotiate from fear. The principle then 
was buttressed by methods from a well-stocked 
storehouse of diplomacy. This part of the Kennedy 
legacy of a niore sophisticated approach to diplo- 
macy is deserving of mention and emphasis. 

Thus it is in the realm of method that the legacy 
is richest. The more prudent and rational mmage- 
ment of relations at home and abroad is of a piece. 
Essentially, it means coping \vith trouble when it 
appears. It leaves problems and collisions to be faced 
as they arise. It of course entails no less following 
a goal or purpose wherever it may lend. As a peo- 
ple, we have a penchant for hoping and believing 
that matters can be settled once and for all. Yet a 
review of the successes of recent administrations 
helps to remind that every new agenda is a contin- 
uation of earlier ones. Hence there is still on the 
agenda of American foreign policy a European 
problem despite the progress wrought by Europe- 
ans and the hiarshall Plan. The United States, 
\vhich had disregarded security requirements be- 
fore bvo IVorld \Vim, has fashioned bold and costly 
national security programs, yet who woulcl say we 
have no military problem with which successive ad- 
ministrations must cope. Tliroughout tho range of 
foreign relations, the recurrent theme is continuity. 
E1w-i the dynamics of a revolutionary age have not 
altered this fact. 



Therefore, the agenda of foreign policy problems 
in the post-Kennedy era involves problems both new 
and old. European states increasingly assert their 
autoiioniv; their voices are no longer those of the 
weak a n 2  the dependent. General de Gaulle believes 
that Europe can recover its authority only if any 
European association is founded on the power of 
one or more strong European states. American policy 
clin scarcely hold to its credo of self-determination 
and deny France or others this right. Yet security 
in ;I thermonuclear age depends upon power that is 
greater than national power. It may involve group- 
ings of states and some link with one or more of the 
super-powers. The claims of France and the impera- 
tives of security in a highly insecure world are not 
easily reconciled. To the extent that they can ulti- 
matcl? be brought into hnrmony,  the legacy of Presi- 
dent Kennedy’s patient, resolute and matter-of-fact 
munagement of conflicting interests must be brought 
into play. 

hlorcover, those who would build on the first 
steps of the nuclear test ban treaty must heed what 
can be learned from the beginnings. Throughout 
the Kennedy administration, the portals of contact 
ivcrc always kept open. At times, the Rusk-Gromyko 

ON POWER IN JUDAISM 
W L n t  is thc junction of power and morality? 

Sieren S. Schwaraschild 

l\’ith respect to the morality and legitimacy of 
po\ver a schematic view which is held by many, in- 
cluding probably most Jews, was recently espessed 
again by the late and learned David Baumgardt 
(Living Lcgacy-Essays i n  Honor of Hugo Hahn, 
N.Y. 1963, pp. 20-23). The view, summarily put, 
amounts to this: there is, on one hand, the attitude 
of a few radical Christians-to limit ourselves to the 
!Vestern world-who condemn power as in itself evil 
and sinful; they take New Testament statements 
like “turn die cheek” and “do not judge” literally. 
But they are neurotic and, what is worse, unrealistic, 
for they open gates to the Lictory of injustice and 
brutality. There is, on the other hand, the undis- 
guised worship of power. I t  is practiced not only 
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conversations most resembled a long-playing record. 
For the Russians, there could, however, be no mis- 
taking the fact that they enjoyed a possible opening 
to the ]Vest, and with the further deterioration in 
Sino-Soviet relations this proved an opportunity 
which they seized. If further advances are to come 
in the control of the arms race, the style and method 
worked out for maintaining contact must be pre- 
senfed. 

Finally, world politics is burdened down with a 
large list of unfinished business. No answers were 
found in the Kennedy era to the German problem, 
Communist China, Cyprus, Kashmir, the Arab-Israeli 
dispute or European unifioation. hlost of these prob- 
lems will be with us for the foreseeable future. They 
have deep historical roots and touch men at points 
of strongest emotions. Outsiders who would help, 
offend as often as they serve. Yet once more con- 
versations must go on, changing circumstances be 
explored, and willingness of states to mike conces- 
sions determined. If these are the problems we face, 
the legacy the young President left us when he was 
torn away has permanent and enduring value for 
the problems of world politics tomorrow and per- 
haps for all time. 

by politicians like hiachiavelli and taught by philos- 
ophers like Nietzsche, but it is also often stimulated 
by professed and accepted spokesmen of an ethic 
of love and decency. To document the last claim, 
Baumgardt, for example, cites Thomas Aquinas’ ap- 
proval of feudal masters whipping their disobedient 
servants and of rulers killing or maiming their re- 
bellious subjects, the Grand Inquisitor, and the fact 
that even basically moral nations “intervene” in the 
gross immoralities of other nations only at the point 
that their own self-interest is likely to suffer. Finally, 
there is the via media, which the Jewish philosopher 
Baumgardt-like many others-discerned in Judaism, 
according to which power is in itself essentially neu- 
tral, which is prepared to use power without wor- 
shipping it, and which tries to combine love with 
justice. 


